Heaven Loves a Hero

Heaven Loves a Hero
Readers everywhere have already been
charmed and delighted, moved to laughter
and tears, by the incomparable Nikki
Holidays hilarious romantic adventures of
Hollywood power couple Quentin Grandy
and Mia Tortelli; their irascible heavenly
guardian, Mr. G; and their combined divine
mission to help unite lonely people in
love.HEROES NEED LOVING TOO!Mia
and Quentin understand that nothing is ever
easy in this life--or in the next. And now
they must deal with the latest amorous
catastrophe Mr. G has dumped on their
doorstep: a lovely lost soul named Amity
Jones.A talented Louisiana artist, Amity is
too wrapped up in her masterpiece to
realize her life lacks love. Undaunted by
the challenge, Quentin and Mia are
determined to find airy Amity a man who
will stir all her passions, artistic and
otherwise.
Mia
knows
sensitive
screenwriter Jeffrey Beetle Leonard is the
ideal choice, while Quentins betting on
handsome,
sophisticated
accountant
Randall Hollings. Mr. G has a trick or two
up his sleeve as well that could help
untangle these twisted threads of
criss-crossed romance. And maybe hell
teach his matchmakers a few new tricks of
their own.
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